LAB RAT Amnesia QUESTIONNAIRE  3/20

First of all, I want to thank My cooperative Lab Rat for participating in My latest Study. The purpose of the Experiment is to measure the extent of My control over your behavior. Each participant is unique and has their own individual responses. Basically, I am trying to measure the extent of your obedience and the reasons behind it to help Me with future Obedience Training.

How much of your behavior was the result of triggered responses by your subconscious mind? And how much of your behavior was simply the result of your conscious mind being conditioned to Obey?

There are NO right answers to this questionnaire, only HONEST answers to get accurate and real results. So DO NOT try to answer in a way that you think I want to hear, because you want to please your Domina. you do that by answering honestly.
Answer the questionnaire to the best of your ability. Check the answer that best describes your reaction to the file and your subsequent actions.

1. How did you feel after the first listen?

2. Did you forget some parts?___  All?___  None?___

3. A. Did you immediately delete the file when you finished it?___ 

    B. Did you eventually delete it and not listen to it again?___

    C. Why did you delete it? a) Not sure, just did.___ b) Was told to in session.___
  
    D. Did you Not delete it?___

4. Did you re-purchase the file after receiving My email each time? Explain.

5. How did you feel after the 2nd week listening 3 times and then the 3rd week? (assuming you remembered the 1st week) Explain.

6. On the scale of 1 up to 10, how effective was the amnesia suggestion?

7. Do you feel that:
    A. your conscious OBEDIENCE is the reason you continued purchasing the   
         file?____  (you may expand on your answer) 

       OR 
    B. your amnesia was subconsciously triggered as the primary factor?___
         (you may explain)

9. How did you like the ending? 
    
    What happened?

9. On the scale of 1-10 How much do you like being My lab rat?____ 

10. Would you like to be a part of Domina's future BLIND EXPERIMENTS?___

11. Add your ideas and thoughts to EXPERIMENTS that you would love to have Domina EXPERIMENT with in the future?




